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Serge Ferr�

AWNING

Soltis

10-year limited warranty
SOLTIS PROOF 502
Applications: Awnings, canopies, shade sails
Sub1ect to all the terms and conditions contained herein and with specific refe renee to the percentage of Serge Ferrari liability chart
contained herein, Serge FERRARI hereby provides a ten 1101 year limited warranty for the products SOLTIS PROOF 502.
11 Compliance with specifications

Serge Ferrari warrants that the product shall at the time of delivery at Serge Ferrari's plant of manufacture, meet all technical
specifications stated in the published Serge Ferrari data sheets
21 Compliance with sustainability & functionality requirements

Serge Ferrari warrants the sustainability & functionality of the concerned membrane. Given the current knawledge, mechanical or
aesthetic changes cannot be avoided by use conditions or circumstances envimnment. The guarantee provided by Serge Ferrari could not
be committed in this context and any legal action against it would be null and void.
31 Compliance with our commitments

In the event of default occurring and reported during the warranty period, under normal use and ii it can be proved that the defect in the
membrane decreases the performance and function of the article made, Serge Ferrari accepts the replacement at its expense the only
defective material to the exclusion of any other involvement
41Waterproofing

Serge Ferrari warrants that the products shall remain waterproof fora period of 10 ltenl years following the delivery of the product
from Serge FERRARI plant of manufacture.
Each of the above described warranties are herein described collectively as the .. Limited warranty"

WARRANTY APPLICATION CONDITIONS

The warranty takes ef feet on the day of delivery oft he Serge Ferr ari membrane to the customer
The right to warranty only applies ii the imperfections are reported by registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt to Serge
Ferrari within a maximum time period of 30 calendar days of thei raceurrence; the invoice of the goods must also have been fully paid.
Failure to notify Serge Ferrari within thirty 1301 days following the discovery of any defect sha II render this Iimited warranty nuII, void
and of no legal effect with respect to that particular defect. Alter notification of an alleged defect, Serge Ferrari shall be entitled to
i nspect the product in order to take appropriate steps for timely corrective measures. In the event Serge Ferrari representatives are
denied the right to inspect the alleged defect, this Ii mited warranty shal I be null, void and of no legal ellect with respect to sue h defect.
This warranty does not therefore cover the labourcosts or those resulting from the disassembling, reassembling and transportation
operations. Furthermore, no compensation is provided for under the terms of this warranty
Under the guarantees described above, and subject to the exclusions hereafter, we will supply the necessary yardage to replace.
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